
 
  

          Conservation Café 
Saturday March 5th @ 10am – Learning Centre, Centennial Parklands 

RSVP on https://ConservationCafeMarch16.eventbrite.com.au 

Are you interested in the conservation of the Earth’s biological diversity? Would you like to meet like-

minded people and hear about the work being done in the Sydney Region and beyond?  

Conservation Café is a monthly event hosted by the Sydney Society for Conservation Biology to 

celebrate and learn about the incredible work being done by our region’s conservation professionals and 

volunteers over a cup of coffee and a chat. 

This March, Sydney-SCB welcomes Dr Cameron Webb, 
Hospital Scientist at Westmead Hospital and Clinical 
Lecturer at the Department of Medical Entomology at The 
University of Sydney. Cameron is an expert in mosquitoes and 
their role in mosquito-borne disease outbreaks. His work is 
concerned with how wetlands are constructed and rehabilitated 
so that they do not pose an increased risk of pest or public 
health risks. Cameron is interested in the role of mosquitoes in 
local ecosystems and is one of the authors of A guide to 
Mosquitoes of Australia, just recently published in Feb 
2016.This book is the first time this information has been pulled 

together for a wide range of common mosquito species and also contains supporting 
chapters on mosquito biology, habitats, pest and public health concerns (ISBN: 
9780643100305 – RRP AU $49.95). 
Don’t miss out on the opportunity to hear Cameron talk to us about “Mosquitoes, we hate 
them but are they important to the environment?” 

 

Complimentary tea, coffee and pastries provided by Sydney-SCB with re-usable cups available for 

purchase with proceeds going towards our conservation projects. 

About Sydney-SCB: The Sydney-Society for Conservation is a regional chapter of the global Society for 

Conservation Biology, and the third chapter formed in the Oceania Region. Our mission is to advance the science 

and practice of conserving the biological diversity of the Sydney Region and beyond. 

Check us out at http://sydneyscb.org, find us on facebook.com/sydneyscb or follow us on 

twitter @SydneySCB 
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